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NON-SELECTIVE WEED CONTROL on NON-CROP LAND 

Apply SIMAZINE BOW at rates recommended below. Use the higher rates on h~avy 
clay and muck soils. Best results are obtained when SIMAZINE BOW is applied 
before weeds emerge. If weed growth has begun and removal 'is not practicable, 
include a contact or translocated herbicide in the spray. ' 

Do not contaminate domestic or irrigation water supplies or lakes, streams or ponds. 

SIMAZINE BOW can be used to proviup. long-term weed control on industrial sites, 
highway medians and shoulders, railroad rights-of-way, lumberyards, petroleum 
tank farms, ahd in non-crop areas on farms, such as around buildings, equipment 
and fuel stops, along fences, roadsides, and lanes. Aerial applications may be made 
where it is practicable., 
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Use sufficient water to assure thorough coverage. Use at least 1 gal. of water for 
each 1 lb. of SIMAZINE BOW; more if practical for both ground and aerial applica· 
tions., Mechanical by-pass, or jet agitation is necessary to keep SIMAZINE in 
suspension during application. . ' 

To control annual broadleaf and grass weeds (such as barnyard and grass weeds, 
cheat, crabgrass, lambsquarters, foxtail, ragweed, puncturevine and turkey mullein): 
Broadcast 6-1.2 t;2 Ibs. per acre. 
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" control most annuat' and many perennial broadleaf and grass weeds (including 
\.t .. dckgrass, bluegrass, redtop, burdock, Canada thistle, orchardgl'8ss, purple top, 

. smooth brome, dog fennei, and plantain): Broadcast 12% - 251bs. per acre. 

To control hard-to-kill perennial weeds (such as bull thistle and sow thistle): 
Broadcast 25 - 50 Ibs. per acre. For longer residual control in regions of high rain
fall at a long growing season. broadcast 25 - 50 Ibs. per acre •. 

For small areas, 4% OlS. per 1.000 sq. ft. is equivalent to 12% Ibs.per acre. 
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